Four tourists rented their carnival costume in a "sestiere" (a subdivision of certain Italian towns and cities) of Venice. Figure out which costume was rented in San Polo.

1. Exactly one man is disguised as a lady.
2. Sylvia's costume, which cost €10 less than the Doctor's, was rented in Cannaregio or San Polo.
3. The boys spent €150 on their costumes.
4. The costume rented in Dorsoduro cost €20 more than the costume rented in Cannaregio.
5. The Ghost costume cost €80 or €90.
6. Albert didn't spend €70 and didn't go to Dorsoduro.
7. Veronika rented a lady's costume, but she didn't go to San Marco.
8. The Colombina costume cost €10 more than the costume rented by Philip.
9. The costume rented in San Polo didn't cost €80.
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